The contribution of atrial stretch receptors to salt and water homeostasis in the human.
Studies carried out in both the human and experimental animals provide reasonably strong evidence that receptors contained within the atria are involved in the control of body water. When atrial pressure is increased (and the atria distended) atrial receptor discharge is increased leading to an increase in urine flow and, depending upon the experimental condition, a less consistent increase in sodium excretion. At least two mechanisms appear to contribute to the renal response; inhibition of the secretion of antidiuretic hormone and inhibition of renal nerve discharge. None of the factors presently known to alter sodium excretion have been shown to account completely for the increase in sodium excretion. The failure of patients with chronically distended atria to experience a chronic diuresis appears to be partly the result of a resetting of atrial receptor sensitivity. Recent evidence suggests that the sensitivity of atrial volume receptors has a species variation.